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Let G be an arbitrary group with a subgroup A. Each double coset AgA is a
 4union of right cosets Au. The cardinality of the set Au N u g G, Au : AgA is
 . w xcalled a subdegree of A, G and is denoted by AgA : A . Thus for each double
coset AgA we have a corresponding subdegree. An equivalent definition of the
w xsubdegree concept is given in 2 . If A is not normal in G and all the subdegrees of
 .  .A, G are finite, we attach to A, G the common di¨ isor graph G : its vertices are
 .the nonunit subdegrees of A, G , and two different subdegrees are joined by an
w xedge iff they are not coprime. It is proved in 2 that G has at most two connected
components. We prove that if G is disconnected and A satisfies a certain
 w x``regularity'' property a property which holds when A or G : A is finite, and is
.called in this paper stability , then G has a nice structure. To be more precise, let
 .D denote the subdegree set of A, G and let D be the set of all the subdegrees1
  4.in the connected component of G containing min D y 1 . Then we prove
 .Theorem A that the set H s D AgA is a subgroup of G andw A g A : A xg D j 141
 .N A - H - G. Some interesting properties of the subgroup H are described inG
Theorem B. Theorems D and E describe some properties of the subdegrees in the
disconnected case. Q 1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
The subdegree concept plays a central role in this paper. This concept
w xwas presented by Isaacs and Praeger 2 , and we give here an equivalent
definition, with a slightly different attitude. Let G be an arbitrary group
with a subgroup A. Each double coset AgA is a union of right cosets Au.
Consider the set of all the right cosets Au appearing in this union, i.e.,
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 4  4Au N u g G, Au : AgA s Au N u g gA . We denote the cardinality of
w x w xthis set by the index AgA : A . For every g g G, AgA : A is called a
 . w x 4subdegree of the pair A, G , and so D s AgA : A N g g G is the subde-
 .gree set of A, G .
 .Let A _ G denote the set of all the right cosets Ag g g G and
 .uconsider the transitive action of G on A _ G defined by Ag s Agu. The
w xsubdegree AgA : A is, by its definition, the cardinality of the A-orbit of
the coset Ag. On the other hand, since Ag is the stabilizer of Ag, the
w g xcardinality of the A-orbit of Ag is A : A l A . Thus the equality
w x w g xAgA : A s A : A l A holds. Consequently, we obtain the following
permutation group interpretation for the subdegrees. Suppose G acts
transitively on a set X, such that A is the stabilizer of an element x g X.
w x w g x  g . AThen AgA : A s A : A l A is the cardinality of x , the A-orbit of
g  .the element x . Hence the subdegree set of A, G is the set of the
cardinalities of all the A-orbits with respect to this action. In fact, the
w xconcept is defined in 2 in this way.
From now on, we assume that A is not normal in G equivalently, there
.  .exists a nonunit subdegree and that all the subdegrees of A, G are finite
 w x .this last condition plainly holds when A is finite or G : A is finite . We
continue to denote the subdegree set by D.
 .Our interest is focused on the common di¨ isor graph G of A, G . This is
 4the undirected graph with vertex set D y 1 , in which two different
 4  . w  .vertices s, t g D y 1 are joined by an edge iff gcd s, t / 1 gcd s, t
xdenotes the greatest common divisor of s and t . If G is disconnected, we
may say that the group G admits a disconnected common divisor graph.
 .This means that there exists a nonnormal subgroup namely, A such that
the respective common divisor graph is disconnected. Isaacs and Praeger
w xhave researched G closely, and one of their main results is 2, Theorem A
IP1. G has at most two connected components.
w xRemark. According to the definition in 2 , the common divisor graph
w xalso includes the trivial component of the vertex 1, and so, in terms of 2 ,
it has at most three components.
In this paper, whenever G is disconnected, the vertex sets of the two
components are denoted by D and D . Futhermore, we always fix the1 2
  4.notation such that min D y 1 g D .1
w xIt emerges in 2 , that when G is disconnected and A satisfies a certain
 w x``regularity'' property a property which holds when A is finite or G : A is
.finite , then an especially nice structure appears in the subdegree set D
 .see Theorem IP2, which follows . Our main result asserts that in this case
a nice structure appears also in the group G. More accurately, we prove
that under these conditions the set H s D AgA is a sub-w A g A : A xg D j 141
 . w  .group of G, and N A - H - G N A denotes the normalizer of A inG G
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xG . Moreover, we prove that if G is disconnected, the previously men-
tioned ``regularity'' property of A is a necessary and sufficient condition for
H to be a subgroup.
To be more specific, we introduce the concept of pairing, which plays an
w x  .important role in 2 . Subdegrees s and t not necessarily different are
w x w y1 xpaired iff there exists g g G such that s s AgA : A , t s Ag A : A .
Note that a subdegree can be paired with more than one subdegree and
that every subdegree is paired with something.
w xRemark. The definition of the pairing concept in 2 is formulated
w xdifferently, but is equivalent to ours. According to 2 , s and t are paired iff
w g x w g g xthere exists g g G such that s s A : AF A , t s A : A F A . Since
w x w g x w y1 x w gy1 x w gAgA : A s A : AF A and Ag A : A s A : AF A s A :
g xA F A , the two definitions are indeed equivalent.
We say that A is stable in G if 1 is paired only with itself and every two
paired subdegrees different from 1 lie in the same connected component
of G. Of course, when G is connected, the stability of A is equivalent to
the property that 1 is paired only with itself.
w xWe show now that if A is finite or G : A is finite, then A is stable in
G. Suppose A is finite. Then for every g g G the double cosets AgA and
Agy1A have the same finite cardinality. Thus every subdegree is paired
w xonly with itself and A is stable. Suppose G : A is finite. Then A is not
contained properly in a conjugate of A, and so 1 is paired only with itself.
 4Hence, if A is not stable then there exist paired subdegrees s, t g D y 1
w  .xsuch that s g D , t g D . By 2, 4.1 it follows that the sets D and D1 2 1 2
are infinite, which is the desired contradiction, since the subdegrees are
sizes of subsets of the finite set A _ G.
 . w x  .The following is a part of 4.2 in 2 differently formulated .
 .IP2. Assume that G is disconnected and A is stable in G. Then gcd D2
 . w  ./ 1 and s - gcd D for e¨ery s g D gcd D is the greatest common2 1 2
xdi¨ isor of all the elements of D .2
Suppose G is disconnected and A is not stable in G. In this case, the
 .property that all the numbers in D are less than gcd D does not hold,1 2
 w  .  .xsince the set D is infinite this follows from 2, 2.7 and 4.1 ; also D is1 2
.infinite in this case . Hence, the stability of A is in fact a necessary and
sufficient condition in IP2.
Our main result asserts that when G is disconnected, the stability of A
is a necessary and sufficient condition for the appearance of a nice
structure in G.
THEOREM A. Assume that G is disconnected and denote H s
D AgA. Then H is a subgroup of G iff A is stable in G. In anyw A g A : A xg D j 141
 .case, N A ; H ; G, where both inclusions are proper.G
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Some properties of H in the stable case are described in
THEOREM B. Assume that G is disconnected and A is stable in G, and let
H be the subgroup mentioned in Theorem A. Let L be the normal closure of A
in H, L s AH ) A. Then
 .i A¨A s L¨L for e¨ery ¨ g G y H.
 . w x  .ii The index L : A is finite and it di¨ ides gcd D .2
 .iii If M is a subgroup of G such that M G A, then either M G L or
M F H.
 .iv A¨Au s A¨uA for e¨ery ¨ g G y H, u g H. In this way, H acts
 4on the set AgA N AgA : G y H .
Next, we have the following ``decomposition'' theorem for the subdegree
set.
THEOREM C. Assume that G is disconnected, A is stable in G, and let H
and L be the subgroups mentioned in Theorems A and B. Then the subdegree
 .  4  .  w xset of A, H is D j 1 and the subdegree set of L, G is tr L : A N t g1
4  4  w x  .D j 1 note that L : A is finite and it di¨ ides each t in D by ii of2 2
.Theorem B .
The structure unveiled in G when G is disconnected enables us to
obtain some interesting properties of the subdegrees, as shown in Theo-
rems D and E. In Theorem D, which considers the case of a finite A, we
strengthen IP2, under a certain solvability assumption.
THEOREM D. Assume that A is finite, G is disconnected, and let L be the
w  .subgroup mentioned in Theorem B also L is finite here, by ii of Theo-
x  .rem B . Assume further that L is sol¨ able. Then  s - gcd D .sg D 21
w  .  .xIsaacs and Praeger proved 2, 4.2 c that when G is disconnected and
A is stable, the component with vertex set D has diameter at most 2 they1
w x.show also that this is the best possible bound; see 2, p. 173 . In Theo-
rem E, we strengthen this result. Note that when G is disconnected and A
is stable, Theorem IP2 implies the existence of a maximal element in D .1
THEOREM E. Assume that G is disconnected and A is stable in G. Then
  . . w  .each s g D satisfies gcd max D , s / 1 i.e., max D is joined by an edge1 1 1
xto any other ¨ertex in D .1
In Sections 3, 4 and 6 we present three families of examples for pairs
 .  .A, G , such that the common divisor graph G of A, G is disconnected.
The meaning of our theorems is described in these examples.
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2. PROOFS
In the sequel, G is an arbitrary group and A is a nonnormal subgroup of
 .G such that all the subdegrees of A, G are finite. We continue to use the
notation G, D, D , D , H, and L as described in the previous section.1 2
Let M F G and suppose S is a nonempty subset of G which satisfies
w xMS s S. Then S is a union of right cosets Mu. We denote by S : M the
cardinality of the set of all the right cosets Mu appearing in this union.
w x  4That is, S : M is the cardinality of the set Mu N u g G, Mu : S . For g,
w g g x w xh g G, the following equalities are easily checked : S : M s S : M ,
w x w x w y1 g x w xSh : M s S : M , g Sh : M s S : M . These equalities are used in
some of the proofs. Another useful fact is the following : let T be a subset
w x w xof G such that MT s T , T = S. If T : M and S : M are equal and finite,
then T s S.
 . w x w x2.1 LEMMA. Let u, ¨ g G satisfy AuA : A s s, A¨A : A s t, and
 . u w y1 xgcd s, t s 1. Then A¨A = A¨A and A¨u A : A G t.
w u x w ¨ xProof. Since the indices A : A l A s s and A : A l A s t are
 ¨ . u.  u.coprime, we have A s A l A A l A and consequently A¨ A l A
¨  u. ¨  ¨ . u. ¨ us ¨A A l A s ¨A A l A A l A s ¨A A s A¨A. Thus A¨A =
 u. w u x w xA¨ A l A s A¨A, and so A¨A : A G A¨A : A s t. Since
w y1 x w u x w -1 xA¨u A : A s A¨A : A , we obtain A¨u A : A G t.
 .2.2 LEMMA. Assume that G is disconnected and A is stable in G and
w x  4 w xlet u, ¨ g G satisfy AuA : A s s g D j 1 , A¨A : A s t g D .1 2
u w y1 xThen A¨A s A¨A and A¨u A : A s t.
w y1 x w ¨ u ¨ x w u ¨ u xProof. We have A¨u A : A s A A : A s A : A l A and
w y1 x w u ¨ u xconsequently A¨u A : A divides the finite index A : A l A l A .
w  ¨ . u. x w u ¨ uNow note that the equality A s A l A A l A holds A : A l A
x w u u xw u ¨ u x w uy1 xw ¨ .lA s A : A l A A l A : A l A l A s A : A l A A l A
 u . ¨ x w u y 1 xw ¨ xA l A : A l A s A : A l A A : A l A s
w y1 xw x w y1 xAu A : A A¨A : A . Denote s* s Au A : A . Then s* is paired with s
w y1 xand A¨u A : A divides s*t. Furthermore, since A is stable we obtain
 4 s* g D j 1 , and so s* - t this inequality is yielded by IP2; of course,1
.s - t also holds .
 4 w y1 xSince s* g D j 1 and t g D , A¨u A : A is either coprime to s*1 2
w y1 xor coprime to t. Suppose A¨u A : A is comprime to t. Then it divides
w y1 xs*, which implies A¨u A : A F s* - t, contradicting Lemma 2.1. Hence
w y1 xA¨u A : A is coprime to s*, and so it divides t. By Lemma 2.1,
w y1 x w y1 x uA¨u A: A G t, which implies A¨u A : A s t. Finally A¨A = A¨A
 . w u x w y1 x w xby Lemma 2.1 , and since A¨A : A s A¨u A : A s t s A¨A : A ,
we obtain A¨Au s A¨A.
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Lemma 2.2 is a fundamental result which leads to important conse-
quences. In fact, Theorems A and B can be proved now.
Proof of Theorem A. Suppose first that A is not stable in G. Since G is
 . w xdisconnected, 2.7 of 2 implies that 1 is paired only with itself, and so
w x w y1 xthere must exist g g G such that AgA : A g D , Ag A : A g D . Thus1 2
g g H, gy1 f H, and evidently H is not a subgroup of G.
Next, suppose that A is stable in G and let u g H, ¨ g G y H. By
w y1 x w x y1Lemma 2.2, A¨u A : A s A¨A : A , which implies ¨u g G y H, and
 . y1 y1so we have G y H u : G y H. Since A is stable u g H, we also
 .  . y1 have G y H u : G y H, which implies G y H u = G y H. Thus G
. y1 y H u s G y H, and considering that G is a disjoint union of G y
. y1 y1 y1H u and Hu , we obtain Hu s H. Since this is true for every
u g H, we conclude that H is indeed a subgroup of G.
The assertion about the inclusions is obvious.
 .Proof of Theorem B. i Fix ¨ g G y H. Then by Lemma 2.2, A¨A s
u  u :A¨A for every u g H, and since L s A N u g H we obtain A¨A s
A¨L. Since H is a subgroup ¨y1 g G y H, we also have A¨y1A s A¨y1L.
This implies A¨A s L¨A, and consequently A¨A s L¨L.
 .  . w x w xii Fix ¨ g G y H. Then part i implies L : A s L¨ : A F
w x w x w xL¨L : A s A¨A : A . Thus the finiteness of A¨A : A implies the finite-
w x w x w xness of L : A . Now, since L¨L : A is finite we obtain that L¨L : L is
w x w x w xw xfinite and we have A¨A : A s L¨L : A s L¨L : L L : A . It follows
w x w xthat L : A divides A¨A : A . Since this is true for every ¨ g G y H,
w x  .L : A divides gcd D .2
 . ¨iii Let M G A, M g H, and choose ¨ g M y H. Evidently A A :
¨ ¨  . ¨M, and since A A s L L by i , we obtain L L : M, and so L F M.
 .  .iv This is a direct result of i and the normality of L in H.
Theorem C is a simple corollary of Theorem B.
 .Proof of Theorem C. The assertion about the subdegree set of A, H
is obvious. For proving the other assertion, recall that each ¨ g G y H
w x w xw x w  . xsatisfies A¨A : A s L¨L : L L : A see the proof of ii of Theorem B .
w xSince each u g H satisfies LuL : L s 1, the proof of the theorem is
concluded.
Before proving Theorem D, one further lemma is needed.
 . w2.3 LEMMA. Assume that A is finite, G is disconnected, and L which is
 . x  . w  .finite here, by ii of Theorem B is sol¨ able. Then H s LN A N AG G
xdenotes the normalizer of A in G .
Proof. Let s be the set of all the primes p such that p divides s for
some s g D and let A be a s-Hall subgroup of the solvable group A. By1 s
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 . w x  .ii of Theorem B, L : A divides gcd D and so A is a s-Hall subgroup2 s
of L. Now L 1 H, and since L is a finite solvable group we can apply the
 .argument of Frattini to get H s LN A .H s
 . w xWhat can be said about N A ? For g g H we have AgA : A g DH s 1
 4 w x  .j 1 and so AgA : A is a s-number. On the other hand, for g g N A ,G s
w x w x w g xAgA : A is not divisible by primes in s , since AgA : A s A : A l A
g  . w xand A F A l A . We conclude that each g g N A satisfies AgA : As H s
 .  .  .s 1 and so N A F N A . Since N A - H, this inclusion impliesH s G G
 .H s LN A .G
Proof of Theorem D. Fix s g D , then there exists h g H such that1
w x  .AhA : A s s. By Lemma 2.3 there exist l g L, b g N A such thatG
w x w x w x w xh s lb and so AlA : A s AlAb : A s AlbA : A s AhA : A s s.
w xHence for every s g D there exists l g L such that AlA : A s s.1
w x  .  .Now L : A is finite and it divides gcd D by ii of Theorem B. Let2
l , l , . . . , l g L be such that we have a disjoint union L s D Al A.1 2 m 1F iF m i
 4 w x 4  .Then D D 1 s Al A : A N 1 F i F m . Consequently, gcd D G1 i 2
w x w xL : A s  Al A : A G 1 q  s.1F iF m i sg D1
Before proving Theorem E we need some further results.
 .2.4 LEMMA. Assume that D has a maximal element m and denote E s
 4  u w xm* g D N m* and m are paired . Let K s A N u g G and AuA : A is
: w x  .coprime to m . Then the index K : A is finite and it di¨ ides gcd E .
w xProof. Fix m* g E and choose u, ¨ g G such that AuA : A is co-
w x w y1 x uprime to m, A¨A : A s m, A¨ A : A s m*. By Lemma 2.1 A¨A =
w y1 x w y1 xA¨A and A¨u A : A G m, which clearly implies A¨u A : A s m and
u w xA¨A s A¨A. Since this is true for every u such that AuA : A is coprime
y1 y1 w xto m, we obtain A¨K s A¨A. Thus K¨ A s A¨ A and so K : A s
w y1 x w y1 x w y1 xK¨ : A F K¨ A : A s A¨ A : A s m*. Furthermore, since
w y1 x w y1 xK¨ A : A is finite, we obtain that K¨ A : K is finite and we have
w y1 x w y1 x w y1 xw x w xA¨ A : A s K¨ A : A s K¨ A : K K : A . Hence K : A divides
w xm*. Since this is true for every m* g E, we deduce that K : A divides
 .gcd E .
 .2.5 COROLLARY. Assume that D has a maximal element m and let E be
as defined in Lemma 2.4. Assume also that 1 is paired only with itself and
w G x  G . w G xthat A : A is finite A is the normal closure of A in G . If A : A is
 .  4  . wcoprime to gcd E , then each s g D y 1 satisfies gcd m, s / 1 i.e., if
w G x  .A : A is coprime to gcd E , then m is joined by an edge to any other ¨ertex
xof G .
w G x  .Proof. Suppose A : A is coprime to gcd E and let K be the
w x  .subgroup defined in Lemma 2.4. By Lemma 2.4, K : A divides gcd E ,
and since K F AG, we deduce that K s A. Now let u g G be such that
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w x uAuA : A is coprime to m. Then A F K s A. Since 1 is paired only with
u w xitself, we obtain A s A, which implies AuA : A s 1. The result follows.
We are ready now for
Proof of Theorem E. Let H and L s AH be the subgroups described in
 . w xTheorems A and B. By ii of Theorem B, the index L : A is finite and it
 .is coprime to every element of D . Furthermore, by IP2, max D exists.1 1
  . 4 w xDenote E s m* g D N m* and max D are paired . Then L : A is1 1
 .  w  . .x   .4coprime to gcd E in fact, 2, 4.2 b implies that E s max D , but we1
.do not need this specification here . Moreover, since A is stable in G, no
w x w y1 xelement u g H satisfies AuA : A s 1 and Au A : A / 1. It is evident
 .now that Corollary 2.5 is applicable for the pair A, H , and so the result
follows.
3. THE WREATH PRODUCT FAMILY
 .We describe a big family of pairs A, G such that the common divisor
 . w xgraph G of A, G is disconnected. The construction is taken from 2 .
Generally, for a group K with a subgroup M, we denote M _ K s Mg N
4g g K , i.e., the set of all the right cosets of M in K. The standard action
 .u of K on M _ K is the transitive action defined by Mg s Mgu where
. w x w g xMg g M _ K, u g K . The subdegree MgM : M s M : M l M is the
cardinality of the M-orbit of Mg with respect to this action.
Let K and R be groups with subgroups of finite index M and W,
w x w x wrespectively, and denote k s K : M , r s R : W in fact, we may require
 .a weaker condition for W, namely, that all the subdegrees of W, R are
finite; however, the mentioned condition is preferred, for simplicity of
xnotation and analysis . Let Wh s W, Wh , . . . , Wh be all the elements of1 2 r
W _ R, and consider the wreath product of K by R with respect to the
standard action of R on W _ R. Denote this wreath product by G. Then
 .G s K wr R s K = ??? = K R, where K is taken r times. In the product
K = ??? = K we relate the jth copy of K to the jth element of W _ R, i.e.,
to Wh . The product of two elements in G is given byj
w . xw . x  .u , . . . , u ¨ g , . . . , g h s u g , . . . , u g ¨h, where the permuta-1 r 1 r 1 p 1. r p  r .
 .tion p of the indices is given by p i s j iff Wh ¨ s Wh .i j
A transitive action of G on the cartesian product M _ K = W _ R is
 .  .defined as follows. For u , . . . , u ¨ g G and Mg, Wh g M _ K = W _ R1 r j
 .u1, . . . , ur .¨  .we define Mg, Wh s Mgu , Wh ¨ . It is easy to see thatj j j
 . G , the stabilizer of M, W , is the subgroup A s M = K = ??? =M , W .
.  .K W. The subdegrees of A, G are the cardinalities of the A-orbits with
respect to this action.
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w x w xSince the indices K : M and R : W are finite, all the subdegrees of
 .  .M, K and W, R are finite. We shall find now what the A-orbits are.
 .Take first an element Mg, W g M _ K = W _ R. Then for a s
 .  .a  .u , . . . , u ¨ g A we have Mg, W s Mgu , W , and so the A-orbit of1 r 1
 .  . 4 w g xMg, W is Mgu, W N u g M . Its size is M : M l M , i.e., a subdegree
 .  .of M, K . Next, take an element Mg, Wh g M _ K = W _ R such thatj
j / 1. One verifies easily that the A-orbit of this element is Mk,
. 4  4 wWh ¨ N k g K, ¨ g W s M _ K = Wh ¨ N ¨ g W . Its size is k W : W lj j
h j x  .W , i.e., a multiple by k of a subdegree of W, R .
 .  .Denote the subdegree set of M, K by E, the subdegree set of W, R
 . w xby F, and the subdegree set of A, G by D. Since R : W is finite, W is
w h j xnot contained properly in a conjugate of W and so W : W l W s 1 iff
 .  .h g N W . From the preceding observations we conclude that if N Wj R R
 .   4.) W, then D s E j kF, and if N W s W, then D s E j k F y 1 .R
 .We are ready to describe a family of pairs A, G such that the
respective common divisor graphs are disconnected. Let us choose pairs
 .  .M, K , W, R such that the following conditions hold :
 .  .i M is not normal in K and every subdegree of M, K is coprime
to k.
 .  .ii W - R and every subdegree of W, R is coprime to every
 .subdegree of M, K .
 .   4.Since the subdegree set of A, G is either E j kF or E j k F y 1 ,
 . wthe common divisor graph G of A, G is disconnected note that if
 .  4xW 1 R, then the subdegree set of A, G is E j k . Hence G has exactly
w xtwo components. Moreover, k s K : M , whence all the numbers in E are
 4   4.less than k. Thus we have D s E y 1 and D s kF or k F y 1 . For1 2
instance, choose finite K and R, let M be a nonnormal s-Hall subgroup
 .of K s is a set of primes , and let W be a proper s 9-subgroup of R.
 .Then the common divisor graph G of A, G is disconnected, D consists1
of s-numbers, and D consists of s 9-numbers.2
 .Remark. In fact, we have just proved that the preceding condition i
 .implies the connectivity of the common divisor graph of M, K . However,
 .we can prove this and even a stronger property directly by applying
w w x  .Corollary 2.5 since K : M is finite, the subdegree set of M, K has a
maximal element, and 1 is paired only with itself; hence Corollary 2.5 is
 .xindeed applicable for the pair M, K .
 .  .  .  .Let M, K , W, R satisfy conditions i and ii . We shall see how our
 . w xtheorems are reflected in A, G . Since G : A is finite, A is stable in G,
and so, by Theorem A, the set H s D AgA is a subgroup ofw A g A : A xg D j 141w xG. We shall check now what H is. For g g G, AgA : A is the size of the
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 . g w x  4  . gA-orbit of M, W and so AgA : A g D j 1 iff M, W is an1
 .   4.element of the form Mu, W recall that D s E y 1 . Thus H s1
 .K = ??? = K W, which is a subgroup of G, as expected.
 . wLet ¨ g G y H. Then A¨A s L¨L by i of Theorem B where L s
H  K . xA s M = K = ??? = K W . However, in the current example a stronger
property holds, namely, A¨A s H¨H. The computation is tedious and it is
 .left to the reader. Interestingly, the inequality  s - gcd D of Theo-sg D 21
rem D holds in our family of examples, although A is not necessarily finite
 .and L is not necessarily solvable. To see this, note that k F gcd D and2
w xthat k s K : M is equal to the sum of the sizes of all the M-orbits with
respect to the standard action on M _ K with repetitions, including
.  4M-orbits of size 1 . Since D s E y 1 is the set of the sizes of all these1
orbits, except those of size 1, the inequality follows.
4. THE QUASI-FROBENIUS BY FROBENIUS FAMILY
Before describing another family of examples, the following observation
is needed. Let K and A be groups such that A acts on K via automor-
phisms, and consider the respective semidirect product G s AK. For
k  . w  .k g K we have A l A s C k C k denotes the centralizer of k inA A
x w k xA and so A : A l A is the cardinality of the A-orbit of k. It follows
 .that the subdegree set of A, G is the set of the cardinalities of all the
A-orbits.
From now on, for a given group K, we denote by A the inner automor-
phism group of K and by G the respective semidirect product AK. Thus
w k x < K < Kfor every k g K we have A : A l A s k , where k denotes the
 .conjugacy class of k in K. The subdegree set of A, G is the set of the
cardinalities of all the conjugacy classes of K. Assume that K is finite and
 .nonabelian. Then the common divisor graph G of A, G is defined. We
 .denote this graph also by Q s Q K . The vertex set of Q is the set of the
sizes of all the noncentral classes of K, and two different vertices are
joined by an edge iff the respective class sizes are not coprime. By IP1,
Q has at most two components.
w xBertram, Herzog, and Mann 1 have described for which finite non-
 .abelian groups Q K is disconnected. They have defined a quasi-Frobenius
 . w  .group as a group K such that KrZ K is Frobenius Z K denotes the
xcentre of K . The inverse images of the kernel and a complement of
 . wKrZ K are then called the kernel and a complement of K. By 1,
x  .Theorem 2 Q K is disconnected iff K is quasi-Frobenius with an abelian
kernel and an abelian complement.
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w xRemark. In fact, the graph researched in 1 is slightly different from
Q, since its vertices are the noncentral classes themselves and not their
.sizes . However, it is clear that it has the same number of components
as Q.
 .  . w xSince Q K is the common divisor graph of A, G , 1, Theorem 2
 .supplies us with a family of pairs A, G such that the respective common
 .divisor graphs are disconnected. Since A is isomorphic to KrZ K , A is
always Frobenius in this family. Thus G is a semidirect product of a
quasi-Frobenius group by a Frobenius group.
In the remaining part of this section, we consider the subfamily of pairs
 .  .A, G obtained when K is Frobenius not only quasi-Frobenius with an
abelian kernel and an abelian complement. In this case the subdegree set
 .of A, G contains exactly two nonunit elements, namely, the orders of the
kernel and a complement of K. For instance, let Q be a cyclic group of
order q, an odd prime, let R be a nontrivial automorphism group of Q,
<and set K s RQ, the respective semidirect product. Denote r sN R . Then
 .  4K is Frobenius of order rq, and the subdegree set of A, G is 1, r, q .
Evidently, every nonunit divisor of q y 1 can be chosen for r in this
example.
Let K be Frobenius with an abelian kernel N and an abelian comple-
ment R. Again, we shall see how some of our theorems are reflected in
 . < < < <  4A, G . Denote n s N , r s R . Then D s 1, r, n, . Since r - n, we get
 4  4D s r , D s n . Since A is finite, A is stable in G and so, by Theorem1 2
 w g x 4A, the set H s g g G N A : A l A s r or 1 is a subgroup of G. Now
 w k x 4 H s ak N a g A, k g K, A : A l A s r or 1 s ak N a g A, k g K,
K 4N k Ns r or 1 and so H s AN, a subgroup of G, as expected.
Some basic properties of K should be observed now. Since N and R are
w x w x w x w xabelian, we have the equalities K, N s RN, N s R, N , K, R s
w x w x w x w xRN, R s R, N . Furthermore, R, N is normal in K and so R R, N is
a normal subgroup of K. Considering that K is Frobenius with kernel N,
w x w x w xwe obtain R R, N G N, which implies R R, N s K and R, N s N.
w x w xThus we may summarize that K, N s K, R s N.
It emerges that the subgroup H s AN is normal in G. For proving that,
 .¨it suffices to show that every a g A, u g N, ¨ g R satisfy au g AN. We
 .¨ ¨ ¨  y1 .a ¨ ¨  y1 .a w xhave au s a u s a ¨ ¨u and clearly u g N, ¨ ¨ g K, R .
w x  .¨Since K, R s N, we obtain au g AN as desired.
What is the subgroup L s AH in this example? since H s AN, we have
u u  y1 .aa g L for every a g A, u g N. Now a s a u u and from A - L
 y1 .a w xfollows u u g L for every a g A, u g N. Thus, K, N F L, and since
w xK, N s N, we get H s AN F L. This implies the equality L s H.
 .Let us see what the meaning of iii of Theorem B is in the current
 .example. Let M G A. Since H s L s AN, iii of Theorem B implies that
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either M G AN or M F AN holds. It is easy to verify that M G A iff
M s AW, where W is any normal subgroup of K. Thus we obtain that
W 1 K implies W G N or W F N, which is a well-known property of
Frobenius groups note that we needed this property to prove the equality
.L s H .
5. A ``COMBINED'' EXAMPLE
In the sequel, we present an example from the wreath product family
which, in a sense, has a factor from the quasi-Frobenius by Frobenius
family. Let p, q, r, s be different primes such that p divides q y 1 and r
divides s y 1. We set the following notation :
F is a Frobenius group of order pq;p, q
 < < .P is a complement of F of course, P s p ;p, q
F is a Frobenius group of order rs;r , s
W is the inner automorphism group of F ;r , s
V s WF , the respective semidirect product.r , s
Let G be the wreath product of F by V with respect to the standardp, q
 .action of V on W _ V. That is, G s F wr V s F = ??? = F V,p, q p, q p, q
w xwhere F is taken V : W s rs times. We agree that the first copy of Fp, q p, q
in the base subgroup is related to the element W of W _ V.
 .Let A s P = F = ??? = F W - G. We ask what the subdegree setp, q p, q
 .  .  4D of A, G is. Clearly the subdegree set of P, F is 1, p , andp, q
w x  .F : P s q. Furthermore, W, V is a pair from the quasi-Frobenius byp, q
 .  4  .Frobenius family, the subdegree set of W, V is 1, r, s , and N W s W.V
 4 Hence, considering the discussion in Section 3, we obtain D s 1, p j q r,
4  4  .s s 1, p, qr, qs . The common divisor graph G of A, G is disconnected,
 4  4  .  .D s p , D s qr, qs , and gcd D s q. This shows that gcd D does1 2 2 2
not have to be an element of D .2
We make a variant of this example in the following way. Let V * be a
direct product of V and an arbitrary finite nontrivial group N. Clearly the
 .  4  .subdegree set of W, V * is 1, r, s and N W s WN ) W. Let G* beV *
the wreath product of F by V * with respect to the standard action ofp, q
 .V * on W _ V * : G* s F wr V * s F = ??? = F V *, where F isp, q p, q p, q p, q
w x < <taken V * : W s N rs times. Similarly to the previous example, we agree
that the first copy of F in the base subgroup is related to the element Wp, q
 .of W _ V *. Denote A* s P = F = ??? = F W - G*. Now we obtainp, q p, q
 .  .  4see Section 3 that the subdegree set of A*, G* is D* s 1, p j
 4  4q 1, r, s s 1, p, q, qr, qs , and so, as in the previous example, the common
divisor graph is disconnected. The vertex sets of the two components are
 4  4D * s p and D* s q, qr, qs .1 2
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6. THE ELEMENTARY ABELIAN BY
FROBENIUS FAMILY
In this section q is an odd prime and r is a nonunit divisor of q y 1. Let
 4C be an additive group of order q : C s 0, 1, 2, . . . , q y 1 , with theq q
operation of addition modulo q. We denote K s C = C , an elementaryq q
2  4abelian additive group of order q . Let a g C y 0 be such that in theq
multiplicative group modulo q the order of a is r. Consider the automor-
 .a  .  . b  .phisms a and b of K, given by x, y s ax, y and x, y s x q y, y .
The order of a is r, the order of b is q, and since ay1ba s b a, the group
 :   :.A s a , b is Frobenius of order rq with the kernel b .
Let G s AK, the respective semidirect product, and let D be the
 .subdegree set of A, G . According to the first paragraph of Section 4, D
is the set of the sizes of all the A-orbits with respect to the action of A on
K. It is easily verified that the A-orbits are
0, 0 ; 4 .
2 ry1  4x , 0 , ax , 0 , a x , 0 , . . . , a x , 0 for each x g C y 0 ; 4 .  .  .  .  .q
 40, x , 1, x , 2, x , . . . , q y 1, x for each x g C y 0 . 4 .  .  .  .  .q
 4  .Thus D s 1, r, q and the common divisor graph G of A, G is discon-
 4  4nected. We have D s r , D s q . Since A is finite, A is stable in G,1 2
 w g x 4and so the set H s g g G N A : A l A s r or 1 is a subgroup of G.
 w k xLet us check what H is. We have H s ak N a g A, k g K, A : A l A
4s r or 1 . Consequently, H s AU, where U is the set of all the elements
in K with A-orbits of size r or 1. Considering the foregoing list of the
 . 4A-orbits, we find that U s x, 0 N x g C . Hence U is an A-subgroup ofq
K and H s AU is a subgroup of G, as expected. One can verify that in the
current example AH s H and H 1 G.
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